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ABSTRACT
The IEEE 802.11 standards support the peer-to-peer mode In-
dependent Basic Service Set (IBSS), which is an ad hoc net-
work with all its stations within each other’s transmission
range. In an IBSS, it is important that all stations are syn-
chronized to a common clock. Synchronization is necessary
for frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) to ensure that
all stations “hop” at the same time; it is also necessary for
both FHSS and direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) to
perform power management. This paper evaluates the syn-
chronization mechanism, which is a distributed algorithm,
specified in the IEEE 802.11 standards. By both analysis and
simulation, it is shown that when the number of stations in
an IBSS is not very small, there is a non-negligible probabil-
ity that stations may get out of synchronization. The more
stations, the higher probability of asynchronism. Thus, the
current IEEE 802.11’s synchronization mechanism does not
scale; it cannot support a large-scale ad hoc network. To alle-
viate the asynchronism problem, this paper proposes a simple
modification to the current synchronization algorithm. The
modified algorithm is shown to work well for large ad hoc
networks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Pro-
tocols

General Terms
Algorithms, performance
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IEEE 802.11, ad hoc networks, scalability, clock synchroniza-
tion
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1. INTRODUCTION
The IEEE 802.11 standards [4] are widely used for wire-

less LAN (WLAN). They support two types of WLAN: one in
infrastructure mode and the other in ad hoc mode. In the
infrastructure mode, a station serves as the access point and
communications can only take place between the access point
and the other members of the basic service set (BSS). When
the infrastructure does not exist or does not work, the ad hoc
mode is useful. In the IEEE 802.11 standards [4], an ad-hoc
network is called an Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS), in
which all of the stations are within each other’s transmission
range.

Performance analysis of IEEE 802.11 WLAN has been re-
ported in [2, 1, 7, 10]. Reference [2] evaluates the per-
formance of the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) of
IEEE 802.11 standards and proposes an adaptive contention
window protocol to replace the exponential backoff protocol.
In [1] and [10], the saturation throughput of DCF is analyzed
using different techniques. The effect of network size and
traffic patterns on the capacity of ad hoc wireless networks is
examined in [7], where the locality of traffic is shown to be a
key factor of scalability of ad hoc networks.

All the above works are focused on the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol. However, the scalability issue has not been fully
studied. Envision that in a classroom or in an auditorium,
more than 100 students turn on their laptops to form an IBSS.
Will the ad hoc network work properly? This question is not
trivial. In this paper we will study the scalability of IEEE
802.11 ad hoc networks from the viewpoint of clock synchro-
nization. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
to report such a study.

In an IEEE 802.11 WLAN, each station maintains a clock
or timer. (A clock is called a timer in [4]; therefore, we use
timer and clock interchangeably in this paper.) Clock synchro-
nization is needed for power management, synchronization
of frequency hopping, and coordination of Point Coordina-
tion Function (PCF). In power management each station uses
its clock to determine the beginning and the end of the ad hoc
traffic indication (ATIM) window. In FHSS, each station deter-
mines when to “hop” to a new channel according to its timer.
Finally, in an IEEE 802.11 infrastructure network that uses
PCF, the timer is used to predict the start of a super frame.

In order to synchronize the clocks, IEEE 802.11 specifies
the timing synchronization function (TSF). TSF is easy for in-
frastructure networks. The access point periodically broad-
casts a beacon frame that contains the timing information,



FHSS DSSS Infrared

aCWmin 15 31 63

aSlotTime 50 � s 20 � s 8 � s

Table 1: Beacon generation window and slot time

and all the other stations that receive the beacon frame adopt
the access point’s timer value. In an IBSS, since there is no
access point, a distributed algorithm is employed for timing
synchronization. Basically, timing information is exchanged
through periodically transmitted beacon frames by every sta-
tion. A station adopts the timing in a received beacon if the
received time is later than the station’s own TSF timer.

This paper evaluates the beacon generation procedure spec-
ified in the IEEE 802.11 standards. We show that due to bea-
con contention, the stations may fail to successfully transmit
beacon frames. As a result, some stations in the IBSS may be-
come so out of synchronization with others that power man-
agement or FHSS can not work properly. By both analysis
and simulation, we show that when the number of stations
in an IBSS is not very small, there is a non-negligible proba-
bility that stations may get out of synchronization. The more
stations, the higher probability and the larger ratio of asyn-
chronism. Thus, the current IEEE 802.11’s synchronization
mechanism does not scale well; it cannot support a large-scale
ad hoc network, say, from 150 to 200 stations as in the class-
room example mentioned earlier. As to be seen, even when
the network size is a moderate 30, the fastest clock in the IBSS
already suffers from asynchronism with a high probability.

To alleviate the asynchronism problem, we propose a sim-
ple modification to the current IEEE 802.11 synchronization
algorithm. With the modification, the synchronization algo-
rithm is observed to work well for large ad hoc networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section reviews the clock synchronization protocol as speci-
fied in the IEEE 802.11 standards. Section 3 analyzes the
beacon generation scheme, while Section 4 analyzes the phe-
nomenon of clock asynchronism. Numerical and simulation
results are presented in Section 5. An adaptive timing syn-
chronization procedure is proposed in Section 6 as a remedy
for the asynchronism problem. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION
This section reviews the Timing Synchronization Function

(TSF) as specified in the IEEE 802.11 specifications [4], and
comments on a few related clock synchronization algorithms.

2.1 The TSF of IEEE 802.11
MAC management plays an important role in IEEE 802.11

ad hoc networks. Synchronization functions and power man-
agement functions are implemented in this sublayer.

According to the IEEE 802.11 specifications [4], each sta-
tion maintains a TSF timer (clock) with modulus �

���
count-

ing in increments of microseconds ( � s). Clock or timing syn-
chronization is achieved by stations periodically exchanging
timing information through beacon frames, which contains a
timestamp among other parameters. Each station in an IBSS
shall adopt the timing received from any beacon that has a
TSF time value (the timestamp) later than its own TSF timer.
All stations in the IBSS adopt a common value, aBeaconPe-
riod, that defines the length of beacon intervals or periods.
This value, established by the station that initiates the IBSS,

Beacon Interval

Beacon Generation Window
(W+1 slots)

Figure 1: Beacon generation window.

defines a series of Target Beacon Transmission Times (TBTTs)
exactly aBeaconPeriod time units apart. Time zero is defined
to be a TBTT. Beacon generation in an IBSS is distributed; all
stations in the IBSS participate in the process as follows.

Beacon Generation and Clock Synchronization:

1. At each TBTT each station calculates a random delay
uniformly distributed in the range between zero and
2 � aCWmin � aSlotTime. (The aCWmin and aSlotTime pa-
rameters are specified in Table 1.)

2. The station waits for the period of the random delay.

3. If a beacon arrives before the random delay timer has
expired, the station cancels the pending beacon trans-
mission and the remaining random delay.

4. When the random delay timer expires, the station trans-
mits a beacon with a timestamp equal to the value of the
station’s TSF timer1.

5. Upon receiving a beacon, a station sets its TSF timer to
the timestamp of the beacon if the value of the times-
tamp is later than the station’s TSF timer2. (It is im-
portant to note that clocks only move forward and never
backward.)

Thus, as illustrated in Fig 1, at the beginning of each bea-
con interval, there is a beacon generation window consisting of���
	

slots each of length aSlotTime, where
�

= 2 � aCWmin.
Each station is scheduled to transmit a beacon at the begin-
ning of one of the slots. For FHSS, the beacon size is at least
550 bits. Therefore, for the data rate of 1Mbps the beacon
length is 11 slots. The beacon length is 7 slots if the data rate
is 2Mbps.

The basic idea of power management is to turn off the sta-
tion whenever it doesn’t have to be active. To prevent from
missing data destined for it, each station wakes up from time
to time. Thus each station switches between power save (PS)
state and awake state. In an IBSS, the ad hoc traffic indication
(ATIM) window determines the time period during which all
the stations including those in PS mode must be awake. In the
ATIM window, only beacon or ATIM frames shall be transmit-
ted. The length of ATIM window is specified by aATIMWin-
dow parameter. It follows a TBTT and ends when TSF timer
���� aBeaconPeriod = aATIMWindow.
�
More precisely, the timestamp is equal to the value of the

TSF timer at the time the first bit of the timestamp is transmit-
ted to the physical layer plus the transmitting station’s delay
through its physical layer from the MAC-PHY interface to its
interface with the wireless medium. This detail is not impor-
tant for our analysis.�
Actually, the receiving station will adjust the timestamp by

adding an amount equal to the delay through the physical
layer, and the adjusted value of the timestamp is used for syn-
chronization. This detail is not important for our analysis.



2.2 Related Work
IEEE 802.11’s timing synchronization function is similar to

the method proposed by Lamport [6]. With this method, it
is shown in [6] that given the clock accuracy, link delay and
network diameter, and assuming that a timestamp is sent suc-
cessfully along each link at a constant frequency, the timing
values of the entire network are guaranteed to be accurate to
an established bound. The assumption of successful transmis-
sion of timestamp at a constant frequency is essential for the
validity of the bound. This assumption does not hold for the
TSF of the IEEE 802.11 IBSS.

A different synchronization method called reference broad-
cast synchronization (RBS) is presented in [3] for broadcast
networks, especially for wireless ad hoc networks. A refer-
ence broadcast or beacon does not contain an explicit times-
tamp; instead, receivers use its arrival time as a point of refer-
ence for comparing their clocks. RBS uses nontrivial statistics
methods such as regression to estimate the phase offset and
clock skew of any two nodes.

Mills [8] proposes a Network Time Protocol (NTP) to syn-
chronize clocks and coordinate time distribution in the Inter-
net system. NTP cannot be used for sparse ad hoc networks
which can be partitioned. To deal with partitioning in sparse
ad hoc networks, a time synchronism algorithm is proposed
in [9].

At the other end of the spectrum of ad hoc networks in
terms of station population, when there are a large number
of stations in an ad hoc network, as to be seen in this paper,
the stations are likely to be out of synchronization.

3. ANALYSIS OF BEACON CONTENTION
As mentioned in the preceding section, at the beginning

of each beacon interval, all stations in an IBSS contend with
each other to send beacon frames. There are two possible out-
comes of each beacon contention: at least one beacon frame
is transmitted successfully or no beacon frame is transmitted
successfully. For our analysis, successful transmission is de-
fined as follows.

Definition
���

A beacon transmission is considered successful
if it encounters no collision.

Thus, for ease of analysis, our model assumes no transmis-
sion error. This assumption is not undesirable as our analysis
is intended to point out the asynchronism problem with the
IEEE 802.11’s TSF scheme. If transmission error is taken into
account, the asynchronism problem will just be even more
severe.

For an arbitrary station � , there are three possible out-
comes to � ’s beacon contention in each beacon period:

1. Station � does not transmit any beacon because it re-
ceives a beacon before its random delay expires.

2. Station � transmits a beacon which collides with other
beacons.

3. Station � transmits a beacon successfully.

We first analyze the probability that at least one station suc-
cessfully transmits a beacon in a given beacon interval, and
then we calculate the probability that a particular station suc-
ceeds in beacon transmission during a given beacon interval.

Suppose there are � stations. Denote the beacon generation
window by � ��� �
	

, which consists of
� � 	

slots numbered 0

through
�

. Let ������ ���
be the probability that at least one

of the � stations succeeds in beacon transmission during a
beacon interval. The event, � , that there is a successful bea-
con transmission in window � ��� �
	

consists of three disjoint
sub-events:� ��� There is no beacon transmission in slot 0, but there is a

successful transmission in window � 	 � ��	
.� � � There is a successful beacon transmission in slot 0.��� � There are unsuccessful (collided) beacon transmissions

in slot 0, but at least one successful beacon transmission
in slot 1 through slot

�
.

Thus, ������� �����
Prob( � )�
Prob( � � ) + Prob( � � ) + Prob( ��� ) � (1)

Prob( � � ) and Prob( � � ) can be easily calculated as follows.

Prob( � � ) ��� �
� � 	 �"! ������� ��# 	$�

Prob( � � ) � � � 	
� � 	 � � �

� � 	%��!'& � �
Let ('����� ���)�

Prob( � � ). Substituting this and the above
two equations into Eq. 1 yields the following recurrence for������� ���

:������� ���*� � �
� � 	%��!�������� �+# 	$�

� � � 	
� � 	 � � �

� � 	,�-!�& �
� ('����� ���

(2)

The boundary condition for ������� ���
is ���.��� ����� �������/� ��� � .

To compute ('����� ���
, recall that each beacon typically has

a length of multiple, say 0 , slots. If there is a beacon collision
in slot 0, the collided beacons will occupy all the slots from
0 to 0 # 	 and, as a result, there will be no successful beacon
transmission before slot 0 . Thus, for

�21 0 and �
3 � , we
have the following formula for ('����� ���

.(4����� ����� !5 687
�
!�&
659 7;:=<?> !6 > !'&

69 � 	
� � 	,�

6 � 0 # 	� � 	 � 9� �+# 0 � 	� � 	 � !'&
6
& 9 ���� #A@#CB � �+# 0 �$D (3)

where the notation
> !E is used to denote the number of com-

binations of � objects taken F at a time; that is,
> !E � �G��� #

	$� � � �$��� # F � 	$�IH FKJ . The term within the braces, LM�N�O�QP , is the
probability that exactly

@
stations transmit a beacon in slot 0,

exactly
B

stations are scheduled to transmit beacons in slots
1 through 0 # 	 (these stations will not actually transmit bea-
cons because the medium has been occupied by the collided
beacons), and at least one of the remaining � #R@K#SB

stations
successfully transmits a beacon in slots 0 through

�
. As for

the boundary condition, if
�UT 0 or �)V � , then ('����� ����� � .

The value of 0 (i.e., the length of beacon frames in terms of
slots) is calculated to be 11 for the FHSS system. For 0 � 	 	 ,
the values of ������� ���

, calculated from Eqs. 2 and 3, are plot-
ted as curves in Fig. 3 for two different values of

�
. The data
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Figure 3: p(n,W) with b=11

points on the curves are generated by simulation. As can be
seen, the analysis results coincide with the simulation results
very well. The figure shows that given

� � � � , ������� ���
is

lower than 50% when � 1�� � . That means in half of the bea-
con intervals, no beacon frames are transmitted successfully.
As to be seen in the next section, this may cause some stations
to become out of synchronization.

Now we analyze ��� ����� ���
, the probability that a particular

station, say � , successfully sends a beacon in a given beacon
interval. Let ��� ����� � �/F � denote the conditional probability
that station � successfully transmits a beacon given that it is
scheduled to transmit in slot F . Then we have the following
equation: � � ����� � ��� 	

� � 	
�5E 7K: � � ����� � �/F � (4)

where
���� � is the probability that � is scheduled to transmit

at slot F .
To compute � � ����� � � F � , note that � � ����� � �/F ��� Prob(a)

�

Prob(b 	 c 	 d) � Prob(e 
 (b 	 c 	 d)), where a, b, c, d, e refer
to the following events, respectively. (Figure 4 helps explain
these events.)

(a) All other stations are scheduled to transmit after slot F .

The probability of this event is � � & E��� �� !'& � .
(b) No station transmits before slot

@
, � T @�T F # 0 .

(c) Exactly � ( � T � T � # 	
) stations transmit in slot

@
.

(d) Exactly � ( � T � T � # 	�# � ) stations are scheduled to
transmit in slots

@ � 	
through

@ � 0 # 	 .

......i

x y

......k+1 Wk

W+1

n−1−x−y

b

i+b
−1

Figure 4: Explanation for ��� (n,W,k)

(e) Of the � # � # � stations that are scheduled to trans-
mit within window � @ � 0 � �
	

, the station in question
successfully transmits in slot F . The probability of this
event given events b, c, and d is, by definition, ��� ��� #
� # � � �+#A@ # 0 �/F # @# 0 � .

The probability of event (b 	 c 	 d) for a particular set of
values of

@
, � , � is

Prob(b 	 c 	 d)
� > !'& �� > !'& � & �� � 	

� � 	%� � � 0 # 	� � 	 � �
� � �+# @;# 0 � 	� � 	 � !�& � & � & � �

Therefore, for � 3 �
and F 3 0 , � � ����� � �IF � satisfies the fol-

lowing recurrence:� � ����� � �IF �*� � ��# F� � 	;� !'& � � E &��5 6 7K: !�& �5
�
7
�
!'& � & �5
�
7K:

� > !'& �� > !'& � & �� � 	
� � 	%� � � 0 # 	� � 	%� �

� � ��#A@ # 0 � 	� � 	 � !'& � & � & �
� � � ��� # � # �K� �+# @;# 0 �/F #)@# 0 ��� � (5)

The boundary condition for � � ����� � �/F � is � � �.�'� � � F �=� � and��� �����/�'�QF ��� � .
Using Eqs. (4) and (5), the function � � ����� ���

is plotted in
Fig. 5 for various values of

�
; in this figure, the value of 0 is

assumed to be 11. It is important to notice that the value of��� ����� ���
is not sensitive to

�
. The simulation results again

match with our analysis.

4. ANALYSIS OF ASYNCHRONISM
Clock synchronization is important for power management

in both DSSS and FHSS as well as for the synchronization of
hopping sequence in FHSS. If the clocks of two stations are so
badly out of synchronization that either power management
or FHSS can not work properly, the two stations are said to
be out of synchronization. If there are pairs of stations out
of synchronization in an IBSS, the network is said to be in
hazardous asynchronism. In this section, we will show that
asynchronism may occur under the IEEE 802.11 timing syn-
chronization function (TSF). For simplicity, we will often omit
the adjective “hazardous” when referring to hazardous asyn-
chronism.

Let � be the maximum clock difference tolerable by power
management and FHSS.

Definition � � Two clocks are out of synchronization if their
times are different by more than � . Two stations are out of
synchronization if their clocks are out of synchronization.
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Assume that the clocks in an IBSS are all different in speed
(or accuracy). Thus, there is a unique fastest station, whose
clock is fastest in the system. We are particularly interested in
two conditions of asynchronism:

� Fastest-station asynchronism — This refers to a situa-
tion where the clock of the fastest station is ahead of
the clocks of all other stations by more than � units
of time. Fastest-station asynchronism may occur in an
IBSS because under the IEEE 802.11 timing synchro-
nization function, stations can only set their timers for-
ward and never backward. Slower clocks synchronize
with faster clocks, but faster clocks do not synchronize
themselves with slower clocks. Thus, if the fastest sta-
tion fails to transmit beacons for too many beacon inter-
vals, its clock will be ahead of all other clocks by more
than � .

� Global asynchronism — Given a value F between one
and one hundred, F percent global asynchronism (or
simply F percent asynchronism) refers to the situation
that at least F percent of the ����� # 	$�IH � pairs of stations
are out of synchronization.

For each of these two types of asynchronism, we are inter-
ested in the following questions:

� How often may asynchronism occur in an IBSS?

� Once asynchronism occurs, how long does it last?

4.1 Fastest-Station Asynchronism
Let
�

be the length of a beacon interval, and let � denote
the difference in clock accuracy between the fastest station
and the second fastest station. Once the stations have been
synchronized, if the fastest node fails to transmit a beacon in
each of ������ 	�
 consecutive beacon intervals, then the fastest
node will be out of synchronization with all other stations
by at least � time units, resulting in a condition of fastest-
node asynchronism. We will calculate � �� � , the expected
lasting time of an occurrence of fastest-node asynchronism
and � �� � , the expected length of time between two consec-
utive incidents of fastest-node asynchronism. � and � are
illustrated in Figure 6, where the shadowed ranges indicate
asynchronous periods.

������������������ ��������������

H L
t

Figure 6: � and �

Given � ,
�

, and � � ������ 	�
 , let � � � � ����� ���
as in Eq. (4).

Once an incident of fastest-node asynchronism occurs, it lasts
at least for one beacon interval. After one interval, with prob-
ability � 	 # � � E the condition of asynchronism continues to
hold for at least F additional beacon intervals. Thus, the ex-
pected lasting time of fastest-node asynchronism, in terms of
number of beacon intervals, is:� �� ��� 	 � � 	�# � � � � 	�# � � � � � � � � 	� (6)

Now, suppose that the fastest station has just successfully
transmitted a beacon and ended a period of fastest-node asyn-
chronism, but after exactly � beacon intervals, fastest-node
asynchronism appears again. The expected value of � , � �� � ,
is an indication of how soon fastest asynchronism may oc-
cur after all clocks have been synchronized by the fastest sta-
tion. � �� � is the expected inter-fastest-station-asynchronism
time. Let �

6
denote the event that after a clock synchroniza-

tion by the fastest station the next clock synchronization by
the fastest station occurs in the

@
th beacon interval. Then,� �� �G���5 6 7

� L Prob �� 6 � �N� �� 
 � 6 � P
where Prob �� 6 � � ��� 	 # � � 6 & � and � �� 
 � 6 � , the expected
length of � given event �

6
, is as follows:� �� 
 � 6 ��� � � �� � � @

if
	 T @=T �

� if
@=1 �

Therefore,� �� �����5 6 7
� ��� 	�# � �

6
& � �.� �� � � @ � � � 	�# � � � �

Solving this equation yields� �� �G� 	� � 	� 	"# � � � # 	 � (7)

Define the fastest-node asynchronism time ratio, denoted by�
, to be the percentage of time in which the network is in

fastest-node asynchronism. From Eqs. (6) and (7), it follows
that � � � ��� � �� �� �� � � � �� � � � 	�# � � � (8)

We have derived a formula for � �� � , � �� � and � � � � for
the case of fastest-node asynchronism. Using these formulae,
we will compute in a later section � �� � , � �� � and � � � � for
various values of � and

�
.

4.2 Global Asynchronism
Global asynchronism is much harder to analyze. Given a

value F between zero and one hundred, let � be the dura-
tion of a continuous F percent asynchronism period, and let
� be the length between two consecutive periods of F percent
asynchronism. We are interested in the expected length of �
and that of � .



Two clocks may get out of synchronization because their
accuracies are different. Let � E be the value such that F per-
cent of the ����� # 	$�IH � pairs of stations differ by � E or more
in clock accuracy; in other words, � E � � ��� L�� : at least F
percent of the pairs of clocks differ by � in their accuracy P .
Define � -asynchronism as a situation where every two stations
whose clocks differ in accuracy by � or more with each other
are out of synchronization. Let � � be the duration of a � E -
asynchronism period, and let � � be the length between two
consecutive periods of � E -asynchronism. For simplicity, we
write � E as � in the rest of this section.

Apparently, if the IBSS is in � -asynchronism then it is inF percent asynchronism. Therefore, � �� � 3�� �� � � and� �� � T � �� � � . If we know how to compute � �� � � and� �� � � , then we have a lower bound on � �� � and an upper
bound on � �� � . Since our purpose here is to point out poten-
tial global asynchronism problems of the IEEE 802.11 timing
synchronization function, a lower bound on � �� � and an up-
per bound on � �� � will serve the purpose.

Unfortunately, � �� � � and � �� � � are still difficult to com-
pute. So, we instead compute a lower bound on � �� � � and
an upper bound on � �� � � , which will still serve our purpose.

As in the analysis of fastest-station asynchronism, let � be
the number of stations;

�
, the beacon contention window

size; and
�

, the length of each beacon interval. Observe that
after the stations have been synchronized, if no node suc-
ceeds in beacon transmission in each of � � � �� � 	 
 consec-
utive beacon intervals, then the condition of � -asynchronism
holds. Once the system is in � -asynchronism, if no node suc-
cessfully transmits a beacon in the next beacon interval, the � -
asynchronous condition will last through that period. If some
node succeeds in transmitting a beacon, the � -asynchronism
may or may not end (because the beacon synchronizes only
those clocks which are slower than the sending station). Thus,
replacing the � in Eq. (6) by � � ������� ���

as in Eq. (2), we
obtain a lower bound on � �� � � and � �� � :� �� � 3 � �� � � 3 	 � � 	?# � � � � 	�# � � � � � � � � 	� (9)

Similarly, replacing the � in Eq. (7) by � � ������� ���
as in

Eq. (2) yields an upper bound on � �� � and � �� � � :� �� � T � �� � � T 	� � 	� 	?# � � � # 	 � (10)

Define the global asynchronism time ratio, denoted by
�

,
to be the percentage of time in which the system is in global
asynchronism. From Eqs.(7) and (6), it follows that� � � ��� � �� �� �� � � � �� ��� � 	�# � � � (11)

It is not clear from Eq. 11 whether � 	?# � � � is a lower bound
or an upper bound or neither. Our simulation results indicate
that it is a lower bound. Thus, Eq. 11 is useful for demon-
strating the global asynchronism problem.

5. NUMERICAL DATA ON CLOCK ASYN-
CHRONISM

In this section, the expected length an asynchronism in-
terval, the expected length of time between two consecutive
asynchronism intervals, and the expected asynchronism time
ratio are computed using the formulae obtained in Sections 3
and 4. These data are compared with simulation results to

Parameter Value

W 30 or 62

Beacon length 11 BPs

Propagation delay 1 ���
Transmission error rate 1%

aBeaconPeriod 0.1s

Clock accuracy � 0.01%� 224 ���

Table 2: Simulation Setup

justify various assumptions made in our analysis model. Both
analytical and simulation results demonstrate the poor scala-
bility of the current IEEE 802.11 TSF procedure.

5.1 Simulation Setup
To verify our analysis model and demonstrate the poor scal-

ability of the IEEE 802.11 TSF procedure, we developed sim-
ulation programs in C. The simulator closely follows the pro-
tocol details of beacon generation and contention. The pa-
rameters are specified in Tables 1 and 2. Transmission errors,
which were ignored in the analysis, are taken into account
in simulations. Transmission errors are assumed to occur in-
dependently at destinations with an error rate of 1%. Thus,
a beacon may be received with errors by some stations but
without errors by others. The value of aBeaconPeriod (the
length of a beacon interval) is set to ��� 	 s as recommended by
the IEEE 802.11 specifications.

According to the IEEE 802.11 specifications, the time al-
located for the PHY to hop from one frequency to another
frequency in FHSS is 224 � s. This value gives an upper bound
on � , the maximum tolerable clock drift; for, if the clocks
of two stations are 224 � s apart, the faster station may have
hopped to the new frequency and started transmitting while
the slower station is still listening to the old frequency and,
therefore, missing the frame. Since the 802.11-recommended
value for aCurrentDwellTime is 19ms (i.e., one frequency hop
per 19ms, or 52.5 hops per second) and each beacon interval
lasts for ��� 	 s, once two stations are out of synchronization,
they may miss each other’s frames for 5 times before their
clocks have a chance to be resynchronized in the next beacon
interval. Therefore, 224 � s is a generous upper bound on � ,
and it is rather conservative to let � � � �
	 ��� in our simula-
tion and analysis.

Finally, unless otherwise indicated, each data point gener-
ated by simulation is obtained from 10 simulation runs, each
run lasting for 1 hour of simulated time (or, equivalently,
36000 beacon intervals).

5.2 Global Asynchronism
The IEEE 802.11 specifications require clock accuracy to

be within � 0.01%. In the worst case, two clocks satisfy-
ing the 802.11 requirement may differ by �'� � ��� . Assume
that the values of clock accuracy of the � stations are uni-
formly distributed over the range � # �'� � 	 � �Q�'� � 	 � 	 . Out of
the ����� # 	N�IH � pairs of stations, at least � � H � pairs, or more
than 25 percent, are different by at least � � �'� � 	 � in their
clock accuracy. Thus, a condition of � -global asynchronism
with � � ��� � 	 � will result in a condition of 25% global asyn-
chronism, in which 25 percent of links may experience frame
losses due to asynchronism. This level of asynchronism, we
believe, is not acceptable by any standard. In this section, we
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show by both analysis and simulation that global asynchro-
nism is not unusual in an FHSS system.

For the length of a beacon interval,
� � �'� 	 s, two clocks

with a difference of � in accuracy will drift away from each
other by � � � � �'� � 	 � �N�'� 	 � � 	 � � s. Thus, with � � � �
	 � s,
� � �'� � 	 � and

� � �'� 	 s, we have � � ������ 	�
 � � � . Using
Eqs. (2), (3), and (7), we compute a theoretical upper bound
on the expected inter- � -global-asynchronism time, � �� � � � ,
for

� � � � and various values of � . The results are plotted
as a solid curve in Fig 7. From the figure, it is observed that
when � � 	 	 � , the IBSS suffers from � -global asynchronism
and thus from 25% global asynchronism, once every 7.5 min-
utes (450s) on average. The situation gets worse rapidly as
the number of stations increases. For instance, when � � 	 � � ,
25 percent asynchronism occurs every 10.4 seconds. And
these are only upper bounds. The actual frequency of asyn-
chronism could be much worse.

In our simulation, the inter-asynchronism time is measured
in two ways. First, we follow exactly the approach used in
the analysis and count the number of consecutive beacon in-
tervals during which no beacons are successfully sent. When
this number exceeds � � � � , we record an event of asynchro-
nism. In the second way, we count the number of pairs of
stations which are out of synchronization. Whenever there
are more than 25 percent of pairs out of synchronization, we
record an incident of global asynchronism (so we are observ-
ing 25 percent global asynchronism).

Figure 7 shows the simulation results by both methods. As
expected, the data points generated by method 1 fit the the-
oretical line very well. The data points on the dotted line are
obtained by method 2. From these data, we observe that 25
percent asynchronism occurs more often than as predicated
by analysis. (This not surprising since the analysis gives only
an upper bound of the expected inter-global-asynchronism
time.) A network of 80 stations suffers from an attack of 25
percent global asynchronism once every 2.5 minutes. For a
network of 100 stations, the attack takes place every 20 sec-
onds.

Figure 8 shows the global asynchronism time ratio. Once
again the results of simulation with method 1 fit the theoret-
ical upper bound precisely while the results generated with
method 2, which measures the 25 percent asynchronism time
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ratio, indicate that the actual asynchronism problem is more
sever than as predicated by the upper bound. For example,
for an IBSS of size 160, at least 25 percent of the station pairs
are out of synchronization for about 65% of the time. Such a
ratio is undesirably high for communication in an IBSS.

The IEEE 802.11 specifications define the beacon contention
window,

�
, to be 30 for FHSS systems. For such systems,

the above results suggest that the current 802.11 DSF proce-
dure does not scale very well. As for DSSS, where

� ��� � ,
the situation is different. Our analysis shows that even for� � � � � the global asynchronism is expected to occur only af-
ter 148 days. Thus, global asynchronism is not a problem for
a DSSS system due to its larger beacon contention window
size

�
. However, as to be seen in the next section, fastest-

station asynchronism is still a problem for large-scale DSSS
networks.

5.3 Fastest-Node Asynchronism
Assume that the clock of the fastest station is faster in speed

(or accuracy) than the clock of the second fastest station by � ,
where � � ��� � � � � or � � ��� � � � � . We compute the expected
time between two consecutive incidents of fastest-node asyn-
chronism for different values of � and

�
using Eqs (4) and

(7). The results are shown in Figure 9.
In the simulation, we let the fastest clock and the second

fastest clock differ in accuracy by � , while the other clocks
are uniformly distributed in the range of � # �'� � 	 � ��� � 	 , where
� � is the accuracy of the second fastest clock. We compare
the timing value of the fastest station with that of other sta-
tions. Whenever the fastest node is out of synchronization
with all other stations, we record an incident of asynchro-
nism. Once again our analysis results fit with the simulation
results closely. From the figure, we see that asynchronism
happens even when � is relatively small. In this sense, fastest-
node asynchronism is much more likely to occur than global
asynchronism. Furthermore, a larger window size (

� ��� � )
does not perform any better than a smaller window size (

� �� � ). This observation is consistent with an earlier remark that� � ����� ���
is insensitive to the value of

�
.

The fastest station is more likely to experience asynchro-
nism than other stations because according to the TSF proce-
dure clocks move only forward and never backward. Fastest-
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node asynchronism occurs when the fastest station can not
successfully transmit beacon frames for a number of consecu-
tive beacon periods. Since this probability is much larger than
the probability that no station at all successfully sends a bea-
con frame for the same number of beacon intervals, fastest-
node asynchronism is more likely to occur than global asyn-
chronism. This phenomenon can be observed by comparing
Figure 7 to Figure 9.

The fastest-node asynchronism time ratio when
�U� � � is

given in Figure 10, from which we observe that the fastest sta-
tion is out of synchronization with all other stations for 10%
of the time even for an IBSS of just 30 stations. With a net-
work of 50 stations, it is under fastest station asynchronism
for 30% of the time.

Next, we examine fastest-node asynchronism by simula-
tion, assuming that all the clocks are uniformly distributed
in accuracy between

# ��� � 	 � and
� �'� � 	 � . This time we are

interested in the number of stations with which the fastest
station is out of synchronization. The results are shown in
Fig. 11, where the � -axis is the average percentage of stations
with which the fastest station is out of synchronization. The
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problem of asynchronism is more severe for FHSS (
� � � � )

than for DSSS (
� � � � ). In an FHSS system of 40 stations,

the fastest station is, at any time instance, out of synchroniza-
tion with, on average, 10% of the stations. When the IBSS
size is 80, the fastest station would have hard time commu-
nicating with 45% of the stations. For � � 	 � � , the fastest
station would have synchronization problems with almost ev-
ery other station. DSSS systems are not immune to the prob-
lem. For � � 	 � � , the fastest station is, on average, out of
synchronization with 15% of stations at any moment. The
fastest-node asynchronism is a real problem for DSSS as well
as for FHSS.

6. A SCALABLE CLOCK SYNCHRONIZA-
TION PROCEDURE

We have seen clock asynchronism problems that may arise
when scaling up an IBSS. Now let us turn to the question of
fixing it.

If stations were allowed to set their timers both forward and
backward in the process of synchronization, then there would
be no fastest-node asynchronism but just global asynchronism
problem, which could be alleviated by enlarging the beacon
contention window size

�
. A value of 62 for

�
, as used in

DSSS, could practically allow an IBSS of size 200. If a fixed
large window size is not desirable, a simple scheme allowing
the window size to dynamically change has been observed to
perform very well. This result is not reported in this paper
due to space limit.

Now, suppose we must keep intact the IEEE 802.11 TSF’s
provision of moving forward only. Since the stations can only
set their timers forward, why not give the faster stations a
higher priority to send beacon frames? Based on this idea, we
propose an adaptive timing synchronization procedure (ATSP)
that can considerably alleviate both the problem of fastest-
node asynchronism and that of global asynchronism. We as-
sign to each station

@
an integer

� � @ � that determines how of-
ten each station shall participate in beacon contention. That
is, station

@
contends for beacon transmission once every

� � @ �
beacon periods. Therefore, smaller the value of

� � @ � , higher
the station’s chance of beacon transmission. Let the maxi-
mum possible value of

�
be

�������
. Let

> � @ � be a counter at



station
@

that counts beacon periods. The proposed clock syn-
chronization algorithm is described in the following. It is a
simple modification to the current IEEE 802.11 TSF, and can
be easily implemented.

ATSP: Adaptive Timing Synchronization Procedure

1. Initially, for each station
@
, let

� � @ � be a random number
between 1 and

� �����
and let

> � @ � � � 	 .
2. In each beacon interval, station

@
participates in beacon

contention iff
> � @ � ���� � � @ ��� � .

3. Whenever station
@
receives a beacon with a timing value

later than its own, the station sets its timer to this value,
increases

� � @ � by 1 if
� � @ � V � �����

, and sets
> � @ � � � � .

4. If station
@

does not receive any beacon frame with a
timing value later than its own for

�
����� consecutive

beacon intervals, it decrements
� � @ � by 1 if

� � @ � 3 � ,
and sets

> � @ � � � � .
5. At the end of a beacon interval, each station increases

its
> � @ � by 1.

With ATSP, once the clocks have been synchronized, the
fastest station will not receive a timing value greater than its
own; its

�
-value will gradually decrease to 1 and stay there.

The other stations will gradually increase their
�
-values until

they reach
� �����

. Define a stable state to be one in which the
fastest station’s

�
-value has reached 1 and the other stations

have reached
�
��� � . Once the IBSS reaches a stable state,

the fastest station has a very high probability of successfully
sending a beacon and thereby synchronizing all the other sta-
tions. In the above analysis, we implicitly assume, for ease
of presentation, that there is only one fastest station. This as-
sumption is not essential. If there are multiple fastest stations,
ATSP will still works well.

To testify the performance of ATSP, we did a couple of sim-
ulations assuming a static IBSS adopting the parameter used
in Section 5. For global asynchronism, we adopted � =0.01%
and � =23; and chose 10 for

�������
. For different values of� T 	�� � , we ran simulation for 20 times, each for 20 minutes

of simulated time. Not a single incident of global asynchro-
nism was observed. We also ran simulation for fastest-station
asynchronism, with � � ��� � � � � and with completely ran-
domized clocks, and once again observed not a single case of
asynchronism.

Then we evaluated the performance of ATSP for a dynamic
IBSS. In ATSP the fastest station is, to some extent, in charge
of timing synchronization. Should the fastest station leave the
IBSS because of mobility or other reasons, the formerly sec-
ond fastest node will become the fastest. Suppose its index isB
. Since

� � BM� is decreased by one in every
�������

beacon inter-
vals, it takes station

B
at most

� ������
beacon intervals to reduce� � BM� to 1. For example, if

������� � 	 � , the time will be at most
100

�
0.1s = 10 seconds. Note that restabilization does not

mean asynchronism; during restabilization, there may or may
not be any incidence of asynchronism. In order to understand
the probability of asynchronism in the process of restabiliza-
tion, we let the fastest station leave and return to the IBSS
once every six minutes. That is, it alternately leaves the IBSS
for three minutes and returns for the next three minutes.

As expected, no asynchronism was caused by a fastest node
joining the IBSS. On the other hand, in the restabilization

� , number of stations 300 350 400

Global asyn., � =0.01% 0 1 8

Fastest-station asyn., � =0.003% 0 0 7

Fastest-station asyn., randomized 0 0 0

Table 3: Occurring times of asynchronism in 1000 rounds
of restabilization

process caused by the leaving of the fastest station, asynchro-
nism did occur but with a very low probability. The results are
shown in Table 3. For � � 	�� � and � � ��� � 	 � , eight cases of
global asynchronism happened in 1000 rounds of restabiliza-
tion and each time the IBSS suffered from asynchronism for
only 3.3 seconds on average. For � � 	�� � and � � ��� � � � � ,
fastest-station asynchronism with � � ��� � � � � occurred for
seven times out of 1000 rounds of restabilization and the av-
erage asynchronism time was 1.2 seconds. When � � � � � no
asynchronism was observed. For fastest-node asynchronism
with completely randomized clocks, not a single occurrence
of asynchronism was observed. Due to the limited bandwidth
of IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks and the limit of MAC proto-
col, 300 � 400 is a large size for an IBSS. Therefore, the resta-
bilization process is practically safe from asynchronism.

In summary, the adaptive timing synchronization procedure
greatly alleviates both global asynchronism and fastest-node
asynchronism; it shows stable performance in responding to
mobile stations.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have pointed out the clock asynchronism problem faced

by a large-scale IBSS, and have proposed a simple scheme
to fix it. Our studies were based on the IEEE Std 802.11,
1999 Edition. An interesting question is whether the results
reported here also apply to 802.11b LANs as specified in [5].
The answer is affirmative. First, clock synchronization is still
an important requirement since the PHY layer of 802.11b still
uses both DSSS and FHSS with power management. Second,
our analyses in Sections 3 and 4 still hold for 802.11b as the
analyses did not assume any particular values for � ,

�
,
�

, 0 ,
and � . The numerical and simulation results of Section 5 were
obtained using the parameter values of Std 802.11 and would
not necessarily apply to 802.11b. For 802.11b, the value of� remains the same, 224 � s;

�
remains the same, ��� 	 s; � re-

mains the same since the clock accuracy requirement does not
change;

� � � � , bigger than the value
� � used in our sim-

ulations; 0 becomes smaller due to the higher data rate and
hence shorter beacon transmission time. In this case, the IBSS
can support up to about 250 stations without causing many
incidences of global asynchronism. However, our simulation
showed that when � 3 � � � global asynchronism becomes a
severe problem again. As for fastest-node asynchronism, we
have seen that this problem cannot be solved by just increas-
ing the beacon contention window size. Thus, fastest-node
asynchronism is still a big problem for IEEE 802.11b despite
its larger window size,

� � � � . The exciting thing is that our
ATSP protocol will work even better for IEEE 802.11b than for
IEEE Std 802.11 because the larger window size will relieve
the beacon contention. Therefore, it would not be a surprise
if ATSP can effortlessly support more than 500 stations with
IEEE 802.11b.

The IEEE 802.11 IBSS is a fully connected, single-hop, ad
hoc network, with all stations within each other’s transmis-



sion range. An interesting question is whether 802.11 can be
used to implement multi-hop ad hoc networks, assuming that
each station has been enhanced with routing capability. We
are currently investigating this problem and will report our
results in a future paper.
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